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The hybrid quantum network, a universal form of quantum network which is aimed for quantum
communication and distributed quantum computation, is that the quantum nodes in it are realized
with different physical systems. This universal form of quantum network can combine the advantages
and avoid the inherent defects of the different physical system. However, one obstacle standing
in the way is the compatible photonic quantum interface. One possible solution is using non-
degenerate, narrow-band, entangled photon pairs as the photonic interface. Here, for the first
time, we generate nondegenrate narrow-band polarization-entangled photon pairs in cavity-enhanced
spontaneous parametric down-conversion process. The bandwidths and central wavelengths of the
signal and idler photons are 9 MHz at 935 nm and 9.5 MHz at 880 nm, which are compatible
with trapped ion system and solid-state quantum memory system. The entanglement of the photon
source is certified by quantum state tomography, showing a fidelity of 89.6% between the generated
quantum state with a Bell state. Besides, a strong violation against Bell inequality with 2.36± 0.03
further confirms the entanglement property of the photon pairs. Our method is suitable for the
hybrid quantum network and will take a big step in this field.
Quantum network is a promising way toward the long-
distance quantum communications and the large-scale
distributed quantum computing [1, 2]. In a quantum
network, sharing entanglement among different quantum
nodes is a basic requirement, and can be achieved by
building quantum channels in either a deterministic [3]
or probabilistic manner [4]. For the quantum channels,
photons are a natural and excellent candidate, due to its
insensitivity to environment [5, 6]. Furthermore, pho-
tonic entanglement can be created in various degrees of
freedom, such as polarization [7], time-bin [8], or orbital
angular momentum [9]. Experimental progresses have
shown photonic channels can interface stationary quan-
tum nodes into a larger quantum network [2] .
Although quantum network has blossomed with single
quantum systems [10–12], hybrid quantum network com-
bining the advantages of various physical systems also
begins to sprout [13–16]. However, there still exists a
great obstacle that the flying photonic qubit should be
compatible with different physical systems in a hybrid
quantum network at the same time. So it’s of great neces-
sity to realize the photonic interface suitable for hybrid
quantum networks. Considering the functions and aims,
there are some requirements to make a well-performed
photonic interface. The central frequency and band-
width of the photons should perfectly match with the
stationary physical systems in hybrid quantum networks.
Last but not least, it should have the ability to entangle
them in this progress. As mentioned above, entangle-
ment is a key ingredient in any quantum networks. To
satisfy these requirements, available proposals include co-
herent quantum-frequency conversion [17], tailoring the
frequency of one kind of node to be the same as the
other [18], or interconnecting the nodes with nondegen-
erate narrow-band photon pairs [19]. Among these pro-
posals, the first two both have some limitations: it’ll be
very difficult to realize the coherent quantum-frequency
conversion progress if the two frequencies of photons are
nearly the same, and only small amount of physical sys-
tems can be tailored with their central working frequen-
cies. Compared with them, using non-degenerate narrow-
band photon pairs as an interface seems to be the most
promising one.
Narrow-band photon pair source means the bandwidth
of the generated photons in frequency domain is very
narrow, which matches with the atomic absorption spec-
trum, on the order of several MHz. For narrow-band pho-
tons, due to its long coherence time, it will show a vast
advantage on the interference with independent source
for long distance quantum communication on the order
of several hundred Kilometres [22]. Trapped atoms and
ions are natural sources for narrow-band photons [21? ].
However they cannot be ideal photonic interfaces due to
their complex setup and immutable working wavelengths.
To be compared, cavity-enhanced spontaneous paramet-
ric down-conversion process (SPDC) is a less complicated
and much more flexible method to get the narrow-band
photons. In such scheme, a nonlinear crystal is inserted
in the optical cavity, and the generated photons matched
with the cavity mode is greatly enhanced in brightness
with a narrow bandwidth depending on the cavity de-
sign. Since the first cavity-enhanced SPDC narrow band
photon pair source was realized by Ou et al [23], a lot
of experiments in this area have been achieved [24–29].
Among these works, the entanglement was firstly real-
ized in experiment by Bao et al [25] after several years’
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2hardworking of many groups in this area, resulting in the
ability of entangling the flying photons and the stationary
cold atom ensemble [30]. For a hybrid quantum network,
the photon pair source should be nondegenerate in the
frequency domain [28, 29], and it has played its role in
the building of a hybrid quantum network [31]. However,
it has not got the ability to entangle the stationary quan-
tum nodes into a larger quantum network, which greatly
limits the application of the photonic channel to interface
the different nodes in the hybrid quantum network.
One main obstacle stands in front of the generation of
polarization entanglement in nondegenerate case is the
critical need of achieving four kinds of resonant modes
in one optical cavity at the same time, owing to the two
degrees of polarization and frequency. The best result
in this area is triple resonant modes in one optical cav-
ity so far [26]. Recently, we have successfully designed a
novel conjoined cavity structure, which has the potential
of solving this problem [29]. For entanglement genera-
tion, even with this new cavity structure, many problems
and great technical challenges still remain, mainly con-
cerned with the phase of entangled state, and the mixing
of the output photons’ polarization modes. As the entan-
glement is fragile, all these problems will kill or decrease
the entanglement. So some new experimental techniques
should be developed to solve these problems.
In this work, we report the generation of nondegenerate
narrow-band polarization-entangled photon pair source
in experiment, by solving the above problems. The cen-
tral frequency and bandwidth of the photon pairs are
compatible with trapped ion and rare earth-doped solid-
state quantum memory systems. Trapped ion has been
verified as an advanced physical system for quantum
computation [32] and quantum simulation [33], and rare
earth-doped crystal has shown its reliable performance
[34] and high storage capacity [15] for quantum memory.
With a compatible photonic interface, this will bring us
a perfect quantum network described by Kimble [1]. The
measured average bandwidth of generated photon pairs
is 9.3 MHz. To further exploit the merit of the long co-
herence time of narrow-band photons, two temperature-
controlled optical etalons are inserted to filter the extra
multimode components.
The experimental scheme of our photon pair source is
shown in Fig. 1. It mainly consists of two parts: the gen-
eration of 453-nm pump laser and the cavity-enhanced
SPDC process. The pump laser is generated from the
sum frequency generation (SFG) process with a periodi-
cally poled KTiOPO4 (PPKTP) in a bow-tie cavity. The
935-nm laser (Toptica) and 880-nm laser (Ti-sapphire)
here provide the power to generate the 453-nm pump
laser and to lock the optical cavities in the SPDC part.
It’s of great necessity to get the pump laser by SFG pro-
cess in this kind of experiments [29], and the SFG process
in the bow-tie cavity structure can provide a highly effi-
cient pump laser with pure optical mode. In the cavity-
enhanced SPDC process part, two identically fabricated
type-II PPKTPs are used to generate photon pairs. The
calculated theoretical bandwidth of the phase-matching
in the PPKTPs is 120 GHz. To obtain the polarization-
entangled photon pairs, the method is putting the two
PPKTPs side by side with optical axis perpendicular to
each other, and the polarization of the pump laser is ori-
ented with an angle of 45o to the horizontal direction
[35]. Especially, in this case, the generated polarization-
entangled state is:
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|Hi〉|Vs〉+ |Vi〉|Hs〉) (1)
where s and i represent the 935-nm signal photon and
880-nm idler photon. For cavity-enhanced SPDC pro-
cess, the modes of all generated photons should match
with the cavity modes. According to Eq. (1), four dif-
ferent modes of photons should match with the cavity
modes simultaneously, which is impossible to be realized
in one cavity [26]. To solve this issue, a specially-designed
conjoined double-cavity structure is used with the help of
a customized dichroic mirror (DM) in it. Owning to the
DM, the 935 nm and 880 nm down-converted photons are
divided into two cavities and matched with their relative
cavity independently, thus, in one cavity only two cavity
modes corresponding to a single frequency need match-
ing, which makes the experiment feasible. The optical
birefringent wedges are firstly used here to compensate
the nondegeneration of the polarization modes, which is
simple but more compact and efficient compared with
previous methods [25]. Especially, it will decrease the
urgent demand of the overall temperature-controlling ac-
curacy (less than 1 mk)of the system. Owing to the fact
that the phase deviation of the entangled state is greatly
enhanced by the cyclical effect of the optical cavity, where
the phase deviation comes mainly from tiny changes of
the overall temperature and small vibrations of the sys-
tem, precise temperature control of the nonlinear crystals
and careful vibration isolation are persued in experiment
to ensure that the phase of entangled state is stabilized in
this process. Besides, in the experiment five birefringent
components are inserted into the cavity to generate the
entanglement, including one DM, two nonlinear crystals
and two optical wedges. Due to the enhanced cyclical
effect of the optical cavity, any tiny misalignments of the
optic axes of these birefringent components will cause
rotations of the polarization modes in the optical cav-
ity, just working as a compound of waveplates [36]. So
it will cause the mixing of the output photons’ polariza-
tion modes, which decreases the fidelity of the entangled
state. To solve this problem, the birefringent compo-
nents are mounted flexibly and aligned precisely one by
one to decrease the effects. More details about the SFG
progress and cavity-SPDC process are described in the
supplemental material.
The cavities are locked to the reference laser beams
3FIG. 1: Experimental setup. BS, beam splitter; DM, dichroic mirror; IF, interference filter; FC, fiber coupler; HWP, half-wave
plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; PBS, polarization beam splitter; EOM, electro-optic modulator; FR, farady rotator; PD1,
PD2, photodiodes; SMF, single-mode fiber; SPCM, single photon counting module. The red line here means the 880-nm laser
and photon, the gray line here means the 935-nm laser and photon and the blue line here means the 453-nm pump laser
with Pound-Drever-Hall method [37]. The mechanical
chopper is used to intermittently locking the cavities as
before [25, 28] to protect the single photon detector. In
nondegenerate case, due to the inevitable difference fre-
quency generation process in the cavity, the best method
to lock the cavity is to use only one chopper. Two locking
beams and SPDC photon pairs are combined together,
and pass through the chopper together, which will en-
sure no possibilities that strong laser beams leak through
the chopper to break the single photon detectors. Two
temperature-controlled (10 mK) optical etalons (central
wavelength 935 nm and 880 nm, bandwidth 120 MHz,
FSR 8.4 GHz ) are used to filter out the extra multi-
mode components in the cavity outputs.
To verify the entanglement property of the photon
source, we first measure the polarization correlations
with adjustable polarization analyzers, each consisting
of a HWP, a QWP, and a PBS. The analyzer of 880 nm
is set to −45o, while the analyzer of 935 nm is varied by
rotating its HWP. The result is shown in Fig. 2. We
also conduct the Clauster-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH)
inequality test and got S = 2.36±0.03, which means that
the violation is 12 standard deviations [38]. To get the
full characterization of the generated entangled photon
source, we also perform the quantum state tomography,
and reconstruct the density matrix, which is shown in
Fig, 3. From the tomography result, we obtain a state
fidelity of 89.6% between the generated state and the
targeted Bell state |ψ〉 [39].
The bandwidth of the photon source is inversely pro-
portional to the correlation time between the gener-
ated signal and idler photons. So we conduct the time-
correlated measurements, specifically to measure the
second-order cross-correlation function, G
(2)
S,I(τ), between
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FIG. 2: The polarization correlation for the entangled photon
source. The coincidence time window here is 80 ns. The pump
power is 9 mW and the integration time is 200 s. The angle
in horizontal axis here has the unit in degree.
the signal and idler photons [28]. The time distribution of
photon pairs arriving at the detectors is recorded by the
time-to-digital-converter (Picoquant 400). The measured
result is plotted in Fig. 4. We use the fitting function
e−2pi∆υτ to fit on the two sides of the curve separately,
and get the signal and idler photons bandwidths are 9
MHz at 935 nm and 9.5 MHz at 880 nm. The tiny dif-
ference should be blamed for the different losses of the
inserted optical devices at the two wavelengths.
Owing to property of optical cavity, the generated
cavity-enhanced narrow band photon pair often has
comb-like multimode structure in frequency domain,
which will extremely decrease the coherence of the source
4FIG. 3: Entangled state tomography results. The left is the
real part, and the right is the imaginary part.
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FIG. 4: The correlation function G
(2)
S,I(τ) is measured at a
pump power of 9 mW. The time-bin size here is 4 ns, and the
integration time is 1800 s.
[25, 28]. In our experiment, we insert two FP etalons
into the two outports of the photon source to filter the
extra multimode components. To compare the unfil-
tered and filtered cases, we take the time-resolved mea-
surement of the cross-correlated function G
(2)
S,I(τ) on the
output photon pairs in both cases. For the existence
of multimode photons, the time-resolved measurement
of G
(2)
S,I(τ) will give out a time-domain comb-like struc-
ture of the curve, resulted from the interference between
different frequency modes. On the contrary, the time-
domain comb-like structure will disappear under the sit-
uation of efficient elimination of multimode components.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. The relatively smooth
curve can imply that the multimode components in the
source are efficiently filtered.
The rate of single mode photon pair source is about 5/s
at pump power of 9 mW. So the normalized spectrum
brightness is approximately 0.062/s/MHz/mW without
any modification. And it has a fidelity of 89.6% between
the generated quantum state with a Bell state. However,
these values have big potentials to be better with this
method. The low counting rate is mainly caused by the
intra-cavity loss and the low detector efficiencies. For the
fidelity of the photon pair source, there’s a strong demand
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FIG. 5: The time-resolved measurement of correlation func-
tion G
(2)
S,I(τ) is performed at a pump power of 9 mW. The
time-bin size here is 256 ps, and the integration time is 600
s. The inset is measured with etalons used to filter the mul-
timode components. The pump power here is also 9 mW and
the integration time is 3600 s
on the stabilization of phase in the entangled state and
precise alignment of optical axis of the five birefringent
devices inserted. Besides, we also find the strong noise in
the PPKTP crystals, which decreases the ratio of signal
to noise and gives a limitation of the 453-nm pump power.
All these described above can be improved by using much
more better equipments. More details can be obtained
in the supplementary material.
In conclusion, we have realized a photonic channel suit-
able for hybrid quantum network through the way of
generating nondegenerate narrow-band entangled photon
source. It satisfies the needs for photonic interface be-
cause it can not only match the central frequencies and
bandwidths of different kinds of quantum nodes well, but
also entangle them. The generation of this kind of source
takes a big step toward hybrid quantum network.
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